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About This Game

The Great War 1918 is a WW1 modification for Company of Heroes, focusing on the last year of the First World War.
Currently it features the British Expeditionary Force and the German Empire as opposing factions; however new nations will be
brought over time, such as France and Austria-Hungary. The mod focuses on a realistic and accurate representation of warfare

in 1918 while keeping a balanced and enjoyable gameplay.

Experience the great operations of the last year of the Great War as Germany breaks through the Western Front in the Spring
Offensive; as the Entente, liberate France and Belgium in the Hundred Days offensive. Look forward to heavy artillery strikes
and the infamous gas attacks. Trenches will provide vital cover for infantry while tanks will roll over the battlefield and instil

fear into the enemy.
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Title: The Great War 1918
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, The Great War 1918 Development Team
Publisher:
CMI
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or Vista

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Intel Pentium IV or equivalent or AMD Athlon XP or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible 64MB video card with Pixel Shader 1.1 support or equivalent and latest manufacturer
drivers

Storage: 402 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: You need the Company of Heroes (New Steam Version) Downloaded and installed in order to use this Mod.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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Yes yes very nice, victorian dudes smooching each other as part of a revenge plot, 10/10 would unlock all h scenes again. This is
actually a pretty fun game, at least single player wise. It scratches a nice itch I've been wanting for a long time, arcade style
death match with planes.

Does the game have flaws? Absolutely. But do those flaws detract from the game? Not really, in my opinion. Is it a bad game?
No. Not a by a long shot. It could be better but it certainly could be a lot worse.. Great storyline. Once you start, you're gonna
want to keep playing to see what happens.Find your upgrades like Metroid. I highly recommed it.. The skullport expansion is
fantastic! It introduces a new mechanic while expanding on the base gameplay. If you liked the base game but need to mix it up
this is way better than the other expansion (undermountain).. This is actually pretty cool; it's probably the earliest space-fight
simulator I've ever played and it's got tutorials/help to tell you how to play the game properly. That said, I sucked at it (I'd
forgotten how punishing older games can be). I found the mechanics much easier to grasp than earlier games in the franchise.
***. Isnt the best game out there to spend your money on, got discount, bought it, waste of money. A strange arcade style puzzle
brawler where you and three buddies cosplay as various disney and pizar characters from a handful of franchises. Sadly,
"Universe" lacks many other franchises characters.

EDIT: Stars guage power level, and they apperently persist and stay with ther costume. I consider that an honest mistake because
it's certainly not explained.

Gameplay is a brain-numbing objective based brawler where you do what the game tells you and beat up anything that gets in
your way. Enemies are actually fairly sophisticated. They infight, they build traps, they steal objective objects and run away
with them; This makes having a lot of enemies on screen extremely entertaining rather than irritating like other titles. Even
though you won't see them the first time, there are models for every type of unit for every theme. Playing with a lot of friends
will thus probably bring out the hardest enemies in the highest quantity.

Every area is composed of three stages. The third has a boss. There are three areas to a theme. You unlock costumes by
completing each area, with many costumes being unlocked by simply replaying levels.

After awhile you start to get bored of the uniform design of the levels. While every level tries to introduce new mechanics some
of them begin to get more intricate. I call it a puzzle brawler because that's what it is, you lack alot of mobility other such games
have. There are jump puzzles, and they tend to be very irritating as some manuevers the game expects you to do often have a
high chance of making you respawn. Even with a few deaths the game rarely gave me any better than bronze while solo.

Get it cheap, especially if you have friends that enjoy drinking. Buy a few packs of beer and drink every time you respawn,
that'll make the game far more entertaining. The lack of real story and limited selection of costumes can be a drag, and the
gameplay tries to be inventive but the core player abilities are just dull.
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Gav eme a heart failure. plz no papa, not again :(. Great crash'em up racer. Love that sound of zombies splattering against the
grille!. No... Just no. Please. I knew that some games are bad, but not THAT bad! First of all, the guns don't work, the bullets
just fly straight through 2d sprites which supposed to be enemy NPCs. Second of all, the movement speed is somehow slower
then a turtle with broken legs. And third, who the hell would buy this? How do games like this sh*t get into steam? Valve has
completely given up on filtering games. Not worth even 60 cents. Missile Cards is great fun! I have never liked/played card
games before - but I love the original Missile Command. The gameplay video caught me, so I went ahead. I think it's a great
game.

. I never knew I wanted to feel like Captain Mifune at the end of Matrix Revolutions yelling
"AAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGHHHHHHHH!!!!" as he unleashed a storm of bullets uppon a
neverending stream of machines.

Now I know.

Feels good, man.

. I was first sceptical, especially after the first few playthroughs but I'm a sucker for upgrades when done right and slowly but
surely I became stronger and next thing I knew a 10 minute play session turned into two hours and now I'm hooked. If you like
planet hopping physics and planting seeds to make planets grow (and give you health) then this is for you. I'm a 33 year old male
and find it hard to get into games the older I get, even though I still love them. So, if you find yourself in the same boat and are
looking for a casual game where you die often (and that's okay) then this is for you! Anyway, I'm not great at writing reviews,
this is my first one. I liked the game that much I felt compelled to come here and tell you all that I love it!. Oh hey lady! Wait
don't kill me!

(Also, where are those 2 episodes??!) [I know, they closed down]

+ : great artwork, ok sounds, playable graphics (not great tho), weird story, gamepad supp

- : it will never be finished, camera stupid af, sometimes buggy, bad controls

Buy at your OWN RISK! 2.5/10 would ask the killer lady out again (died 100% worth it) [nah lol run away]. its a fum game but
as of feb 9 2015 the ai still clips through the oncoming traffic and keeps going.alot of times coming into a corner you cant use
two keys like turn and thtottle it one or the other 99.9% of any other car games will let you turn and gunit sort of a power turn
this doesnt yet. and the two buttons at the bottom of the screen the a and b i guess is enter and escape noway to map that in
game.even with this i still find the game fun and worthwhile if you like car racing older cars and to expand on that would be real
nice if the company would comeout with some dlc for more cars and tracks. but firt i hope they patch the ai going total trough
oncoming traffic and acutaly get hit .and i hope they fix the other keyboard problems so you can turn and trottle or turn and
brake at the sametime now you cant its one or the other.i still recommend this game but they just need few more patchs and
some dlc and it would be a great hame in my opinon.. Game Information

Island Tribe is a Strategy game that was developed by Realore Studios and published by
Qumaron.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

This is a time strategy game, where careful planning is required, due to limited amount of resources that are available.
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There are three different difficulty game modes to choose from: Normal; Multi-task; Relaxed. The difference between these
difficulty game modes are: Timer Speed and Scoring. The normal mode, the timer speed and scoring is low. The multi-task mode,
the timer speed and scoring are moderately high. The relaxed mode, the timer speed is frozen and scoring is moderately high.

There are three different chapters with thirty level in total. All levels can be replayed for better scoring and star rating.

All levels has three star rating system. The stars are earned from playing the game. The star rating system represents how fast the
levels has been completed. Three Stars (Gold;) Two Stars (Silver;) One Star (Bronze.) There is an opportunity to replay levels for
better star rating.

There are several different special power ups to help complete the level faster. These special bonus power ups comes with a time
limit. But they can be used again after they have been recharged overtime.

There are twenty-three sets different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does
come with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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